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In this extensively researched and well-writ‐

emerging and increasingly complex capitalist sys‐

ten study, Molly W. Berger analyzes the emer‐

tem (p. 2). On their surface, luxury hotels catered

gence of the American luxury hotel in the antebel‐

to a particular clientele. Financially supported by

lum period and its continued development

a city’s elite to meet their perceived needs, luxury

throughout the nineteenth century to the onset of

hotels provided an extravagant setting to transact

the Great Depression. Over the course of eight

business, mingle with other members of high soci‐

chapters, she uses in-depth biographical histories

ety, and engage in ostentatious pageantry before

of specific establishments—most notably the

the lower classes. But as businesses, these

Tremont House (Boston, 1829), the Continental

“palaces of the public” catered to anyone who

(Philadelphia, 1860), the Palace Hotel (San Fran‐

could afford the bill (and looked the part) (p. 5).

cisco, 1875), the first Waldorf-Astoria (New York,

From the very beginning of the luxury hotel in‐

1893 and 1897), and the Stevens Hotel (Chicago,

dustry, this right of access based on the immedi‐

1927)—to illustrate how luxury hotels constituted

ate possession of cash rather than family name or

“an important urban venue for sorting out com‐

position exemplified the power of wealth to un‐

peting political, economic, social, and cultural

dermine old world social distinctions. Because

ideas” (p. 2).

quantifiable

Berger shows how luxury hotels embodied,
contested, and reconstituted social norms. The
tension “between elite sovereignty and egalitarian
entitlement” embedded within luxury hotels ele‐
vated them from a place of mere lodging to a cen‐
tral arena where Americans grappled with evolv‐
ing conceptions of republican equality in an

statistics

provided

the

primary

means of comparison among luxury hotels, their
ever-growing size—from the 170 rooms of Bos‐
ton’s Tremont House to the 2,818 rooms of Chica‐
go’s Stevens Hotel—caused an increased reliance
on middle-class patronage to turn a profit. The re‐
sult was a redefinition of the very concept of luxu‐
ry in the United States, one that emphasized a lev‐
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el of quality in service and surroundings rather

(plumbing, telephonic, electrical systems, etc.),

than exclusivity.

luxury hotels became “a city within a city” that
came to rival bridges and railroads as expressions

The physicality of luxury hotels and the tran‐

of the American technological sublime (p. 6). Just

sient nature of their clientele also fostered a

as the movie theater later shaped public defini‐

reimagining of societal norms among the sexes.

tions of air conditioning, the steady incorporation

True to Victorian sensibilities, luxury hotels in‐

of new technologies into luxury hotels contrib‐

cluded separate dining and recreational areas for

uted to the development of what Berger terms

men and women throughout the majority of the

“technological luxury,” a conflation of technologi‐

nineteenth century. But, as concerned social com‐
mentators

observed,

the

creation

of

cal adoption with the good life that “drove the

new

size, cost, and development of new hotels for one

courtship venues along with private spaces for se‐

hundred years” (pp. 3, 27).[2] The adoption of new

cluded rendezvous allowed a new level of discre‐

technologies as a defining characteristic of luxury

tion among strangers. Some feared that the libera‐

hotels resulted not only in changes to their physi‐

tion of women from traditional housekeeping du‐

cal structure (i.e., the elevator and the abandon‐

ties made possible by long-term hotel living and

ment of a grand staircase), but also in an increas‐

the emphasis on splendor and public displays of

ing reliance on “measureable standards” as a

consumption “worked against the prescriptions

judge of quality that ensured the latest and great‐

for modesty and privacy that characterized do‐

est hotel would not hold that title for long (p. 3).

mestic ideology” (p. 126). While many heralded

Ellsworth M. Statler’s application of Fordist princi‐

the luxury hotel as the prime example of a bur‐

ples to hotel design and operation in the first

geoning American culture, others saw it as a

decades of the twentieth century standardized the

threat to the very foundations of the family.

hotel experience, established efficiency as an im‐

As decidedly urban institutions, luxury hotels

portant component in the concept of luxury, and

had a unique relationship with the surrounding

made stays at one of his seven hotels a familiar,

city. As sites of an emerging industrial cosmopoli‐

comforting, and affordable experience.

tanism, they served as boosters for their cities as

Historians of American history, urban history,

well as entrepôts for outside concepts of refine‐

and the history of technology will find much of

ment. From the Tremont House to the Palace Ho‐

value in Hotel Dreams. Although the cataloguing

tel, entrepreneurs promoted their projects to in‐

of each hotel’s statistical data and continued

vestors and citizens as a matter of civic pride that

claims of their unprecedented scale become te‐

would provide tangible economic, social, and cul‐

dious at times, Berger effectively uses luxury ho‐

tural benefits. The existence of a massive luxury

tels as a mean to analyze larger issues central to

hotel showed that a city had attained, or aspired

the American experience in a period of rapid so‐

to, a certain level of success and prosperity. A

cial, economic, and technological change.

first-class city required a first-class hotel, and
competition among cities for the largest and most
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